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Abstract—The automatic estimation of human affect from the
speech signal is an important step towards making virtual agents
more natural and human-like. In this paper, we present a novel
technique for incremental recognition of the user’s emotional
state as it is applied in a sensitive artificial listener (SAL) system
designed for socially competent human–machine communica-
tion. Our method is capable of using acoustic, linguistic, as well
as long-range contextual information in order to continuously
predict the current quadrant in a two-dimensional emotional
space spanned by the dimensions valence and activation. The
main system components are a hierarchical dynamic Bayesian
network (DBN) for detecting linguistic keyword features and long
short-term memory (LSTM) recurrent neural networks which
model phoneme context and emotional history to predict the affec-
tive state of the user. Experimental evaluations on the SAL corpus
of non-prototypical real-life emotional speech data consider a
number of variants of our recognition framework: continuous
emotion estimation from low-level feature frames is evaluated as a
new alternative to the common approach of computing statistical
functionals of given speech turns. Further performance gains are
achieved by discriminatively training LSTM networks and by
using bidirectional context information, leading to a quadrant
prediction F1-measure of up to 51.3 %, which is only 7.6 % below
the average inter-labeler consistency.

Index Terms—Dynamic Bayesian networks (DBNs), emotion
recognition, intelligent environments, long short-term memory
(LSTM), recurrent neural nets, virtual agents.

I. INTRODUCTION

F OR the design of intelligent environments which enable
natural human–machine interaction it is important to con-

sider the principles of interhuman communication as the ideal
prototype [1]. While automatic speech recognition (ASR) is al-
ready an integral part of most intelligent systems such as vir-
tual agents, in-car interfaces, or mobile phones, a lot more pat-
tern recognition modules are needed to close or at least narrow
the gap between the human ability to permanently observe and
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react to the affective state of the conversational partner in a so-
cially competent way, and the straightforwardness of system re-
sponses generated by today’s state-of-the-art human–computer
interfaces [2], [3]. Therefore, automatic emotion recognition
(AER) is an essential precondition to make, e.g., virtual agents
more human-like and to increase their acceptance among poten-
tial users [4]–[7].

Even though researchers report outstanding recognition ac-
curacies when trying to assign an affective state to an emo-
tionally colored speech turn [8], [9], systems that apply auto-
matic emotion recognition still are only rarely found in every
day life. The main reason for this is that emotion recognition
performance is often overestimated: apart from examples such
as call-center data [10]–[12], databases for interest recognition
[13], [14], or other spontaneous speech evaluations [15]–[19],
most speech-based AER systems are trained and tested on cor-
pora that contain segmented speech turns with acted, prototyp-
ical emotions that are comparatively easy to assign to a set of
predefined emotional categories [20]–[22]. Often, only utter-
ances that have been labeled equally by the majority of annota-
tors are used to evaluate AER performance. Yet, these assump-
tions fail to reflect the conditions a recognition system has to
face in real-life usage. Next-generation AER systems must be
able to deal with non-prototypical speech data and have to con-
tinuously process naturalistic and spontaneous speech as uttered
by the user (e.g., as in the Interspeech 2009 Emotion Challenge
[23]). More specifically, a real-life emotion recognition engine
has to model “everything that comes in,” which means it has
to use all data as recorded, e.g., for a dialogue system, media
retrieval, or surveillance task by using an open microphone set-
ting. According to [24], dealing with non-prototypicality is “one
of the last barriers prior to integration of emotion recognition
from speech into real-life technology.”

Thus, in this paper we present and investigate a speech-based
system for emotion recognition that is able to cope with sponta-
neous, non-prototypical, and unsegmented speech. We address
the problem of predicting the quadrant of an emotional space
(spanned by the two dimensions valence and activation), which
best describes the current affective state of the speaker. We will-
fully omit dominance as a further dimension, since we found
that activation and dominance are usually strongly correlated.
Consequently, the continuum of emotional states is reduced to
the four quadrants which can be described as relaxed/serene
(I), happy/excited (II), sad/bored (III), and angry/anxious (IV)
in order to keep the affective state information as simple as

1932-4553/$26.00 © 2010 IEEE
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possible. A further motivation for quadrant quantization of the
continuous emotional space is to reduce the multiplicity of
possible system responses for the emotion dependent dialogue
management of virtual agents, since at some stage, a categorical
decision about the user’s emotion has to be made before deter-
mining a suitable system output. The outlined AER framework
is optimized for usage within virtual agent scenarios such as
the SEMAINE system for Sensitive Artificial Listening [25],
which demands for incremental real-time emotion estimation.
Applications like the SEMAINE system require customized
and immediate feedback based on the emotional state of the
user, and responses have to be prepared already before the user
has finished speaking. This, however, would hardly be feasible
using traditional static classification approaches like support
vector machines (SVMs) which classify segmented or fixed
length speech segments at the end of a speech turn. Instead,
incremental processing demands for techniques that operate
on short speech segments while incorporating an adequate and
gradually increasing amount of contextual information.

As shown in [26], capturing temporal long-range dependen-
cies is essential for the prediction quality of an AER system
and is superior to static SVM modeling. Hence, our technique
applies long short-term memory (LSTM) recurrent neural net-
works [27] which have shown excellent performance in many
machine learning applications [28]–[30]. This concept is able
to model emotional history and overcomes the so-called van-
ishing gradient problem in conventional recurrent neural nets
(RNNs). We show that LSTM enables a completely novel ap-
proach towards RNN based affect recognition, using low-level
features on a frame basis instead of turnwise computed sta-
tistical functionals or fixed-length feature vector sequences, as
applied in other context-independent RNN systems [31]. Our
principle of framewise emotion estimation is related to strate-
gies for speech recognition, where the temporal evolution of
low-level descriptors is not only captured by functionals of fea-
tures but by the classifier. Such an approach has many advan-
tages: it allows for incremental real-time emotion estimation
from speech as it is needed for emotionally sensitive virtual
agents and does not need to operate on supra-segmental units
of speech (as in almost any other method [32]–[34]). Moreover,
the precondition of perfect segmentation is not needed anymore
and the AER system can update the emotion prediction while
the user is speaking. The long short-term memory RNN archi-
tecture copes with the fact that speech emotion is a phenomenon
observed over a longer time window. Typical units of analysis
for static classifiers are complete sentences, sentence fragments
(i.e., chunks), or words [35]. Yet, finding the optimal unit of
analysis is still an active area of research [9], [36], [37]. Unlike
hidden Markov model (HMM)-based methods [38], [39] which
also focus on low-level features and perform best-path decoding
on the complete input fragment, our technique offers the great
advantage that the amount of contextual information that is used
for emotion recognition is learned during training. In order to
refine and update the estimation of a user’s emotion once the
complete spoken utterance is available, we also investigate the
usage of bidirectional context [40]. This is done by bidirectional
long short-term memory (BLSTM) networks which process the
entire speech sequence in forward and backward direction using

two hidden layers that are connected to the same output layer.
In contrast to the bidirectional system which presumes either
offline operation or a short “look-ahead” input buffer, the unidi-
rectional LSTM system can operate in real-time at a moderate
computational cost (see Section II.B).

In addition to the acoustic features, the system presented
herein also uses linguistic features derived from a dynamic
Bayesian network (DBN) for keyword spotting. The DBN is
designed in a way that it detects keywords which are correlated
to the user’s emotion in order to provide a binary linguistic
feature vector. In order to also exploit the principle of LSTM
modeling for the generation of linguistic features, our system
contains an additional LSTM network that provides a discrete
phoneme prediction feature to the keyword spotter. This prin-
ciple of tandem LSTM-DBN modeling was shown to prevail
over conventional hidden Markov model-based approaches
[41].

The emotion recognition system presented in this paper
is trained and evaluated on the Sensitive Artificial Listener
(SAL) database [42] which contains natural, spontaneous, and
emotionally colored speech. We investigate the accuracy of
predicting the quadrants of the emotional space as well as the
ability to distinguish high from low activation and valence,
respectively. Furthermore, we evaluate the AER performance
when considering neutrality as a fifth emotional state. We con-
sider both turnwise and framewise classification using BLSTM,
LSTM, SVM, and conventional RNN architectures—with and
without linguistic features. In addition to continuously esti-
mating valence and activation before assigning the prediction
to one of the four quadrants, we also investigate discriminative
training on the quadrants.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II de-
scribes the SAL database and gives an overview over the in-
troduced AER system architecture. In Section III, the principle
of long short-term memory is introduced. Sections IV and V
outline the acoustic and the linguistic feature extractor, respec-
tively. We present experimental results in Section VI and con-
cluding remarks are given in Section VII.

II. SENSITIVE ARTIFICIAL LISTENING

The aim of the SEMAINE project1 is to build a sensitive
artificial listener—a multimodal dialogue system with the so-
cial interaction skills needed for a sustained conversation with
a human user. This section describes the SAL database which
was recorded during a Wizard-of-Oz SAL scenario and will be
used in the experimental section of this paper. Further, our AER
system architecture will be explained.

A. Database

The SAL corpus is a subset of the HUMAINE database2

[42] that is continuously labeled in a two-dimensional emo-
tional space spanned by activation and valence. It contains 25
audio-visual recordings in total from four speakers (two male,
two female) with an average recording length of 20 minutes
per speaker. The language spoken in the database is English.

1http://www.semaine-project.eu/
2http://emotion-research.net/download/pilot-db/
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Fig. 1. Turnwise annotations of the SAL database.

The recordings were obtained during natural human–computer
conversations, which were recorded using a Wizard-of-Oz
SAL interface designed to let users work through a range
of emotional states. All users had to speak to four different
virtual characters, each of whom represents one of the four
emotional quadrants (Fig. 1): “Prudence” is matter-of-fact
(quadrant I), “Poppy” is cheerful (quadrant II), “Obadiah” is
pessimistic (quadrant III), and “Spike” is aggressive (quadrant
IV). During the conversations, all virtual characters aimed to
induce an emotion that corresponds to “their” quadrant. Yet,
those “prototypical” virtual characters are used explicitly for
emotion induction and not for modeling conditional dependen-
cies between the affective state of the agent and the user, as
done in [43] for example. Both, the database and the recording
procedure are described in more detail in [42].

The annotators used the FEELtrace system [44] which gen-
erates quasi-time-continuous samples of activation and valence
every 10 ms (unlike the VAM corpus [45] and practically any
other database where labels for the emotional dimensions are
given only once per speech turn). All labelers listened to the
recordings twice, while annotating activation and valence con-
secutively in real-time. As ground truth for our experiments, the
mean of the four different annotators was used. The mean was
calculated by averaging both the (linear) activation and valence
coordinates of the labelers for every time step. Note that am-
biguous speech turns can lead to the case that the averaged coor-
dinates in the valence-activation space are located in a quadrant
that neither of the labelers had assigned to the speech fragment
(e.g., the average of coordinates in quadrant I and IV can be
located in quadrant II or III). Yet, the resulting quadrant can be
seen as the best possible compromise with respect to the average
perceived level of activation and valence. An alternative would
be to map such ambiguous utterances to a “garbage class.” How-
ever, since we found that only 2% of the resulting quadrant la-
bels are located in a quadrant that neither of the annotators as-
signed to the corresponding speech turn, and since all of those
cases have averaged coordinates that are located in the “neutral”
region (coordinates within the dashed circle in Fig. 1), we de-

Fig. 2. Histogram for the turnwise annotations of activation (top) and valence
(bottom) in the SAL database.

cided that modeling neutrality is more adequate, rather than the
introduction of a “garbage class.”

For all experiments reported on in this paper the same
training- and test-set splits as introduced in [26] are used. The
25 recording sessions are split into 16 training sessions and
nine test sessions. The test split has a total length of 53.3 min,
whereas the training split has a length of 99.2 min. Since only
four speakers are contained in this database, the training- and
test-splits are not speaker disjunctive. Yet, speaker dependent
emotion recognition is of significant practical importance,
especially for the paradigm of virtual agents and sensitive
listeners, since the listener can adapt its models to the current
speaker and learn speaker profiles.

For our experiments on turn-based emotion recognition, the
sessions were split into turns using an energy based voice ac-
tivity detection. A total of 1692 turns is accordingly contained
in the database. The training- and test splits contain 1102 and
590 turns, respectively. The obtained speech turns do not nec-
essarily comprise complete sentences since the sessions were
also split at short hesitation pauses. Thus, the average length of
a speech turn is 3.5 seconds. Since the turns are short enough
to assume quasi-stationarity of the emotion within a turn, la-
bels for each turn were computed by averaging the FEELtrace
annotations for valence and activation over a complete turn in
order to obtain a ground truth for the turnwise AER experiments.
Note that, unlike in databases annotated on the word level [15],
short “activation peaks” like the stress of a single word within
a sentence are unlikely to be captured by the annotators, due to
the finite reaction time of the human labelers. Consequently, the
time-continuous annotations tend to have low-pass characteris-
tics and do not contain high frequencies, which limits the loss of
information due to the averaging of annotation samples within
a turn and accounts for the fact that emotion is perceived over
a longer time window. The distribution of the averaged labels
can be seen in Figs. 1 and 2. The dashed circle (with a radius
of 0.33, dividing the axes into thirds) in the center of the va-
lence-activation space in Fig. 1 marks a fifth region which rep-
resents a neutral emotional state. The coordinates that lie within
this circle will be considered as belonging to a fifth, neutral class
(see Section VI).
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Fig. 3. Architecture of the acoustic-linguistic affect recognition system.

The great challenge of emotion recognition on the natural-
istic SAL database is the fact that the system must deal with all
data—as observed and recorded—and not only manually pres-
elected emotional prototypes as in virtually any other database.
Note that there is usually a high difference in accuracy between
the tasks of prototypical and non-prototypical emotion recogni-
tion [23], [24], [46].

B. System Architecture

In Fig. 3, a flowchart of the presented incremental affect
recognition system is shown. Processing components such as
the LSTM network or the feature extractors are represented as
ovals, whereas rectangles denote data. Depending on whether
framewise or turnwise processing is used, our openEAR feature
extractor module [47] (see Section IV) provides either low-level
descriptors or statistical functionals of acoustic low-level fea-
tures to the LSTM network (outlined in Section III) for emotion
estimation. Additionally, mel-frequency cepstral coefficient
(MFCC) features are provided to both components of the
tandem keyword spotter component (see Section V), consisting
of a DBN and a further LSTM network for phoneme prediction.
Together with the produced phoneme predictions, the MFCC
features are observed by the DBN, which then can detect the
occurrence of a relevant keyword (i.e., a word that is relevant
for valence or activation prediction, see Section V). Both, the
discrete keyword feature and the acoustic features extracted by
openEAR are used by an LSTM network to predict the user’s
current emotion. For the emotion coding, EmotionML3 is used
[48], [49], supporting continuous spatio-temporal emotion
representation. EmotionML is a standard representation format
for emotion-related states in technological contexts, developed
by the W3C Emotion Markup Language Incubator Groups.
It can be used within the tasks of data annotation, emotion
recognition, and generation of emotion-related states.

Details about the overall architecture of the SEMAINE dia-
logue system can be found in [25].

Due to the complexity of the system, the computational cost
of our AER engine is higher than for standard classification
techniques such as SVMs, which however show significantly
lower performance than the proposed system (see Section VI).
Yet, when exclusively using unidirectional context within the
LSTM framework, the causal system can operate in real-time:
on an AMD Phenom 64 bit quad core CPU at 2.2 GHz, the ope-
nEAR feature extraction module runs online with a real-time
factor (RTF) of 0.01, while the LSTM operates at a real-time

3http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/emotion/XGR-emotionml-20081120/

factor of 0.09. Only one of the four cores was used for compu-
tation. Time and space complexity of the DBN is
and , respectively, assuming that corresponds to the
length of the speech sequence that is currently processed.

III. LONG SHORT-TERM MEMORY

This section outlines the principle of the long short-term
memory RNNs that are used for emotion classification in
Section VI as well as for phoneme prediction in Section V.
Framewise classification of emotion as investigated in this paper
presumes a classifier that can access and model long-range
context, since emotion mostly affects the long-term dynamics
of prosodic, spectral, and voice quality speech features. When
attempting to predict emotion frame by frame, a large number
of preceding speech frames have to be taken into account in
order to capture speech characteristics that are influenced by
emotion. The number of speech frames which should be used to
obtain enough context for reliably estimating emotion without
affecting the capability of also detecting sudden changes of
the speaker’s emotional state is hard to determine [36], [37].
Thus, a classifier that is able to learn the amount of context is a
promising alternative to manually defining fixed time windows
for emotion recognition. Static techniques such as SVMs do not
explicitly model context but rely on either capturing contextual
information via statistical functionals of features [14] or aggre-
gating frames using multi-instance learning techniques [50].
Dynamic classifiers like hidden Markov models are often used
for flexible context modeling and time warping. Yet, HMMs
have drawbacks such as the inherent assumption of conditional
independence of successive observations, meaning that an
observation is statistically independent of past observations
provided that the values of the hidden variables are known.
Hidden conditional random fields (HCRFs) [51] are one at-
tempt to overcome this limitation. However, HCRF also offer
no possibility to model a self-learned amount of contextual
information. Other dynamic classifiers such as neural networks
are able to model a certain amount of context by using cyclic
connections. These so-called recurrent neural networks can
in principle map from the entire history of previous inputs to
each output. Yet, the analysis of the error flow in conventional
recurrent neural nets led to the finding that long range context
is inaccessible to standard RNNs since the backpropagated
error either blows up or decays over time (vanishing gradient
problem [52]). This led to the introduction of long short-term
memory RNNs [27]. They are able to overcome the vanishing
gradient problem and can learn the optimal amount of con-
textual information relevant for the classification task. Thus,
LSTM architectures seem to be well-suited for our framewise
emotion recognition task.

An LSTM layer is composed of recurrently connected
memory blocks, each of which contains one or more memory
cells, along with three multiplicative “gate” units: the input,
output, and forget gates. The gates perform functions analogous
to read, write, and reset operations. More specifically, the cell
input is multiplied by the activation of the input gate, the cell
output by that of the output gate, and the previous cell values
by the forget gate (see Fig. 4). The overall effect is to allow the
network to store and retrieve information over long periods of
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Fig. 4. LSTM memory block consisting of one memory cell: the input, output,
and forget gates collect activations from inside and outside the block which
control the cell through multiplicative units (depicted as small circles); input,
output, and forget gate scale input, output, and internal state, respectively; �
and � denote activation functions; the recurrent connection of fixed weight 1.0
maintains the internal state.

Fig. 5. Structure of a bidirectional network with input �, output �, and two
hidden layers (� and � ) for forward and backward processing.

TABLE I
28 LOW-LEVEL AUDIO FEATURES FOR TIME-CONTINUOUS EMOTION ANALYSIS

(C) AND 39 FEATURES FOR TURN-BASED RECOGNITION (T); FEATURES IN BOLD

FACE ARE USED FOR BOTH, CONTINUOUS AND TURN-BASED RECOGNITION

time. For example, as long as the input gate remains closed,
the activation of the cell will not be overwritten by new inputs
and can therefore be made available to the net much later in the
sequence by opening the output gate.

Another problem with standard RNNs is that they have ac-
cess to past but not to future context. This can be overcome
by using bidirectional RNNs [40], where two separate recurrent
hidden layers scan the input sequences in opposite directions.
The two hidden layers are connected to the same output layer,

TABLE II
36 STATISTICAL FUNCTIONALS APPLIED TO THE LOW-LEVEL DESCRIPTOR

CONTOURS FOR TURN-BASED EMOTION ANALYSIS

which therefore has access to context information in both di-
rections. The amount of context information that the network
actually uses is learned during training, and does not have to
be specified beforehand. Fig. 5 shows the structure of a simple
bidirectional network.

Combining bidirectional networks with LSTM gives bidi-
rectional LSTM [53], which has demonstrated excellent
performance in phoneme recognition [28], [54], keyword
spotting [29], and emotion recognition from speech [26].

While bidirectional LSTM cannot be used for online incre-
mental prediction tasks, they are well suited to refine or cor-
rect the estimation of affect once the complete turn is available.
Thus, we included bidirectional networks in our performance
evaluation on the SAL database.

All RNN-based classifiers used in the experiments in
Section VI were implemented using the open source RNNLIB
library.4

IV. ACOUSTIC FEATURE EXTRACTION

Acoustic features from the speech signal are extracted using
our openEAR [47] audio feature extractor, which was also used
to provide features for the Interspeech 2009 Emotion Challenge
[23].

The 28 low-level descriptors extracted from the audio signal
for time-continuous emotion recognition are summarized in
Table I (column “C’). The descriptors were extracted every
20 ms for overlapping frames with a frame-length of 32 ms.
First-order regression coefficients are appended to the 28
low-level descriptors, resulting in a 56-dimensional feature
vector for each frame.

In order to enable also turn-based emotion recognition ex-
periments, the openEAR module alternatively follows the tra-
ditional approach of generating a large set of features by ap-
plying statistical functionals to low-level descriptor contours.
An extended set of 39 low-level-descriptors detailed in Table I
(column “T’) is extracted, first– and second-order delta coeffi-
cients are appended, and 36 functionals are applied to each of the
resulting 117 low-level descriptor contours, resulting in a total
of 4212 features. The 36 functionals are detailed in Table II.

The 4212 features for turn-based emotion recognition are
reduced to relevant features for activation and valence indepen-
dently by a correlation-based feature subset (CFS) selection

4http://github.com/alexgraves/RNNLIB
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[55], [56]. The main idea of CFS is that useful feature subsets
should contain features that are highly correlated with the target
class while being uncorrelated with each other. The core of
CFS is an evaluation function

(1)

where is the rating of a subset with features. de-
notes the mean feature-class correlation and is the average
feature-feature inter-correlation. Good subsets of features have
highly predictive properties, yielding a high value in the numer-
ator of (1), and a low degree of redundancy among the features,
yielding a small value in the denominator. For correlation mea-
surement, the symmetrical uncertainty coefficient is used (as
described in [55]). To avoid an exhaustive search in the fea-
ture space a greedy hill climbing forward search is applied [56].
In this heuristic search algorithm, each feature is tentatively
added to the feature subset, whereas the resulting set of fea-
tures is evaluated using (1). Once the (so far) best feature set
has been chosen, the procedure is repeated. Note that we will-
fully decided for a filter based feature selection method, since
a wrapper-based technique would have biased the resulting fea-
ture set with respect to compatibility to a specific classifier.

Conducting CFS for turn-based emotion recognition via re-
gression resulted in 60 features being selected for activation and
64 features for valence5. As termination criterion we considered
a maximum of five non-improving nodes before terminating the
greedy hill climbing forward search. Binary targets for activa-
tion and valence (high versus low, see Section VI) lead to the
selection of 110 and 55 features, respectively. For the discrimi-
native four-class quadrant classification task 121 features were
selected, and for the five-class task applying CFS resulted in 123
selected features. Framewise emotion recognition uses the full
set of features without further reduction.

All features (turn-based functionals and low-level features)
were standardized to have zero mean and unit standard devia-
tion. These parameters were computed from the training data
only and applied to both training and test data.

V. LINGUISTIC FEATURE EXTRACTION

This section outlines the tandem LSTM-DBN keyword
spotter which generates binary linguistic features in order to
incorporate knowledge about the spoken content via early
fusion.

A. Background and References

Apart from acoustic features, also spoken or written text car-
ries information about the underlying affective state [57]–[59].
This is usually reflected in the usage of certain words or
grammatical alterations. A number of approaches exist for this
analysis: keyword spotting [60], [61], rule-based modeling [62],
semantic trees [63], Latent Semantic Analysis [64], transfor-
mation-based learning [65], world-knowledge-modeling [66],
key-phrase spotting [67], and Bayesian networks [68], [69].
Two methods seem to be predominant, presumably because

5an explanation of the used features, openEAR configuration files, and lists of
the selected features and keywords can be found at http://www.openaudio.eu/
features_emo09.zip

they are shallow representations of linguistic knowledge and
have already been frequently employed in automatic speech
processing: (class-based) N-grams [70]–[73] and vector space
modeling [74], [75]. Due to the typical data sparseness in
emotion recognition, unigrams mostly have been applied so far
[72], [73]. The technique applied in our experiments is related
to bag of words modeling [74]–[76] via keyword spotting;
however, when applying framewise emotion recognition, only
one keyword can be present at a given time frame. In the case
of turnwise AER, the binary feature vector can contain more
than one keyword. This would enable techniques like (bag of)
N-gram modeling or other forms of linguistic information in-
tegration [77], [78], which however were not conducted in this
paper in order to allow a fair comparison between framewise
and turnwise affect recognition.

For combined acoustic and linguistic AER, the acoustic fea-
ture vector is extended by appending binary linguistic features.
Each binary feature corresponds to the occurrence of one of the
56 keywords that were shown to be correlated to either valence
or activation. Note that using a single linguistic feature con-
taining the current word identity in form of a word index would
not be feasible with LSTM networks since they assume that the
absolute value of a feature is always correlated or proportional
to the “intensity” of the corresponding feature. This, however,
would not be true for a “word index feature.”

When applying framewise acoustic-linguistic analysis, a
short buffer has to be included in order to allow the keyword
spotter to provide the binary features after the keyword has
been decoded. Yet, this causes only a short delay as linguistic
features can still be delivered while the user is speaking. In
order to reduce the vocabulary to a small set of emotionally
meaningful keywords, correlation-based feature subset selec-
tion was applied on the training set. Pace regression [79]-based
CFS used the continuous labels for valence and activation
for bag of words keyword selection with a minimum term
frequency of two (without stemming). Thereby keywords like
again, angry, assertive, very, etc., were selected for activation,
and typical keywords correlated to valence where, e.g., good,
great, lovely, or totally.5

The keyword spotter used in this paper is based on a recently
introduced hierarchical DBN which was shown to significantly
outperform a standard HMM-based approach [80]. The incor-
poration of an LSTM layer providing improved phoneme pre-
dictions was proven to further enhance keyword detection per-
formance [41].

B. Design Overview

The tandem LSTM-DBN architecture we used for keyword
spotting was proven to be robust with respect to phoneme recog-
nition errors [41] and well suited for emotional speech. Its struc-
ture is depicted in Fig. 6. The network is composed of five dif-
ferent layers and hierarchy levels, respectively: a word layer,
a phoneme layer, a state layer, the observed features, and the
LSTM layer, consisting of inputs , a hidden layer , and out-
puts (nodes inside the grey shaded box).

The following random variables are defined for every time
step : denotes the phoneme identity, represents the po-
sition within the phoneme, indicates a phoneme transition,
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Fig. 6. Structure of the tandem LSTM-DBN keyword spotter: the LSTM net-
work (gray shaded box) provides a discrete phoneme prediction feature � which
is observed by the DBN, in addition to the MFCC features � . The DBN is
composed of a state, phoneme, and word layer, consisting of hidden transition
�� � � � � �, position �� � � �, and identity �� � � � � � variables. Hidden
variables (circles) and observed variables (squares) are connected via random
CPFs (zig-zagged lines) or deterministic CPFs (straight lines). Switching parent
dependencies are indicated with dotted lines.

is the current state with indicating a state transition, and
denotes the observed MFCC features. The variables ,

and are identity, position, and transition variables for the
word layer of the DBN whereas a hidden garbage variable
indicates whether the current word is a keyword or not. A second
observed variable contains the phoneme prediction of the
LSTM network. Fig. 6 displays hidden variables as circles and
observed variables as squares. Deterministic conditional prob-
ability functions (CPFs) are represented by straight lines and
zig-zagged lines correspond to random CPFs. Dotted lines refer
to so-called switching parents [81], which allow a variable’s par-
ents to change conditioned on the current value of the switching

parent. Note that a switching parent can not only change the set
of parents but also the implementation (i.e., the CPF) of a parent.
The bold dashed lines in the LSTM layer do not represent sta-
tistical relations but simple data streams.

C. Design Details

Assuming a speech sequence of length , the DBN structure
specifies the factorization

(2)

with denoting random conditional probability functions
and describing deterministic CPFs.

The probability of the observed sequence can then be com-
puted by summing over all hidden variables, whereas the factor-
ization property in (2) can be exploited to optimally distribute
the sums over the hidden variables into the products, using the
junction tree algorithm [82].

The size of the LSTM input layer corresponds to the dimen-
sionality of the acoustic feature vector , whereas the vector

contains one probability score for each of the different
phonemes at each time step. is the index of the most likely
phoneme:

(3)

The CPFs are described by Gaussian mixtures, as
is common practice with HMMs. Together with and

, they are learned via EM training. is a binary
variable, indicating whether a state transition takes place or
not. Since the current state is known with certainty, given the
phoneme and the phoneme position, is purely
deterministic. A phoneme transition occurs whenever
and provided that denotes the number of states of a
phoneme. This is expressed by the function .
The phoneme position is known with certainty if ,

, and are given.
The hidden variable can take values in the range

with being the number of different keywords in the
vocabulary. In case , the model is in the garbage state
which means that no keyword is uttered at that time. The vari-
able is then equal to one. is a switching parent of : if
no word transition is indicated, is equal to . Otherwise,
a word bigram specifies the CPF . In
our experiments, we simplified the word bigram to a zerogram
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which makes each keyword equally likely. However, we intro-
duced differing a priori likelihoods for keywords and garbage
phonemes:

(4)

and

(5)

The parameter can be used to adjust the tradeoff between
true positives and false positives. Setting means that the
a priori probability of a keyword and the probability that the
current phoneme does not belong to a keyword are equal. Ad-
justing implies a more aggressive search for keywords,
leading to higher true positive and false positive rates. The CPFs

and are similar
to the phoneme layer of the DBN (i.e., the CPFs for and

). However, we assume that “garbage words” always consist
of only one phoneme, meaning that if , a word transi-
tion occurs as soon as . Consequently, is always
zero if the model is in the garbage state. The variable has two
switching parents: and . Similar to the word layer, is
equal to if . Otherwise, the switching parent
determines the parents of . In case —meaning that the
current word is a keyword— is a deterministic function of the
current keyword and the position within the keyword . If
the model is in the garbage state, only depends on in a
way that phoneme transitions between identical phonemes are
forbidden.

Note that the design of the CPF
entails that the DBN will strongly tend to choose (i.e.,
it will detect a keyword) once a phoneme sequence that cor-
responds to a keyword is observed. Decoding such an obser-
vation while being in the garbage state would lead
to “phoneme transition penalties’ since the CPF

contains probabilities less than one.
By contrast, is deterministic,
introducing no likelihood penalties at phoneme borders.

The DBN was implemented using the Graphical Models
Toolkit (GMTK) [83]. In our experiments, we used phoneme
models consisting of three states with 16 Gaussian mixtures.
Phoneme models were trained on the TIMIT database [84]
and adapted using the training split of the Sensitive Artificial
Listener database (see Section II-A) to allow a better modeling
of emotionally colored speech. Thereby all means, variances,
and weights of the Gaussian mixture probability distributions

, as well as the state transition probabilities
were re-estimated until the change of the overall log likelihood
of the SAL training set became less than 0.02%. Since we found
that in the context of our target application a low true positive
rate is less critical than a high false positive rate, we chose a low
tradeoff parameter of . The LSTM network of the tandem
keyword spotter consists of 100 memory blocks of one cell
each. All other DBN and LSTM parameters correspond exactly
to those applied in [41]. Using these settings, the keyword
spotter achieves a true positive rate of 0.59 at a false positive
rate of 0.05 on the test partition of the SAL corpus.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

Our emotion recognition engine was trained and tested on
the SAL database (see Section II-A). In order to fit the require-
ments of the SEMAINE dialogue management [25], the recog-
nition framework was designed in a way that it estimates the cur-
rent quadrant in the two-dimensional valence-activation space.
In addition to quadrant classification, we also investigated a
five-class task including a “neutral” state, as well as discrimi-
nating low and high valence and activation separately.

A. Primary Systems Evaluated

For quadrant prediction we followed two different strategies:
first, we trained LSTM networks for regression to obtain con-
tinuous predictions for valence and activation which were then
mapped onto one of the four quadrants. In order to conduct fea-
ture selection independently for both the valence and the ac-
tivation dimension, we used separate networks for the two di-
mensions. Second, the continuous labels for the emotional di-
mensions were mapped before training the network in order to
allow a discriminative training on the quadrants, following the
strategy introduced in [85]. These two strategies were also eval-
uated for the five-class task and for both of the two-class tasks
(discrimination of low versus high activation and valence, re-
spectively).

For each of the two techniques we evaluated both traditional
turnwise classification with statistical functionals of acoustic
features (see Section IV) and framewise classification using
only low-level features. The gain of appending the binary key-
word feature vector obtained by the dynamic Bayesian network
(outlined in Section V) for combined acoustic-linguistic affect
recognition was examined for every recognizer configuration.

The size of the LSTM input layer corresponds to the number
of selected acoustic and linguistic features (see Sections IV and
V), while the size of the output layer is equal to the number
of regression/classification targets (one, two, four, and five, re-
spectively). Each LSTM-RNN consists of one recurrent hidden
layer with 50 memory blocks of one LSTM cell each. The
BLSTM-RNN has two hidden layers of 50 memory blocks, one
for each direction (forwards, backwards). For the acoustic–lin-
guistic experiments the LSTM network size was increased
to 70 memory blocks due to the increased size of the com-
bined acoustic–linguistic feature vector. The networks were
trained applying resilient propagation [86]. Prior to training,
all weights were randomly initialized in the range from 0.1
to 0.1. Input and output gates used activation functions,
while the forget gates had logistic activation functions. Since
the training converged faster for turnwise classification, we
aborted turnwise training after ten epochs, whereas the training
procedure for framewise classification was aborted after 250
epochs.

Before mapping the (B)LSTM-RNN predictions onto
quadrants, they were smoothed using a first-order low-pass
filter to obtain the filtered predictions

(6)
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TABLE III
KAPPA VALUES FOR THE FOUR DIFFERENT ANNOTATORS IN

THE SAL DATABASE (TURNWISE QUADRANT LABELING);
ILA: INTER-LABELER AGREEMENT

An of 0.99 was used for time-continuous emotion recogni-
tion and an of 0.7 was used for turn-based recognition. Both
values were optimized on the training set.

B. Comparison Systems and Ground Truth

As a common continuous recognition technique, support
vector regression (SVR) was performed for comparison [26],
[56], [87]. The SVR used a polynomial kernel function of
degree 1 and sequential minimal optimization (SMO). The dis-
criminatively trained LSTM networks were compared to SVMs
instead of SVR. Since SVR and SVM do not model contextual
information, only turnwise classification was evaluated in this
case. In order to determine the gain of long short-term memory
modeling, we also investigated conventional RNN classification
for comparison. The RNNs were trained in the same way as the
LSTM networks; however, the network consisted of 50 hidden
neurons instead of the 50 one-cell LSTM memory blocks.

Furthermore, we evaluated inter-labeler consistency as an
upper benchmark for automatic emotion recognition. To ob-
tain an impression of human emotion prediction quality we
compared the annotations of one labeler to the mean of the an-
notations of the remaining three labelers. This was done for all
of the four labelers so that eventually the average inter-labeler
consistency could be determined.

As a further evaluation of inter-labeler agreement, Table III
shows the kappa values for the four different annotators. Since
each of the kappa values is larger than 0.4, the labeler agreement
can be characterized as sufficiently high.

C. Results

Tables IV and VI show the recognition result for the as-
signment of quadrants using the regression method and the
discriminative technique, respectively. Results for the five-class
task which also considers a “neutral” state (see Fig. 1) can be
seen in Tables V and VII, and Tables VIII and IX contain the
results for separate classification of the degree of activation and
valence (i.e., positive versus negative activation and valence,
respectively). Due to the slightly unbalanced class distribu-
tion, accuracy is a rather inappropriate performance measure.
Thus, we used the F1-measure as the harmonic mean between
unweighted recall and unweighted precision for performance
evaluation. Compared to emotion recognition on prototypical
speech turns (as in [8] or [9]), the overall performance is signif-
icantly lower. Yet, the accuracies are in the order of magnitude
that is typical for real-life experiments, attempting to classify
natural, non-prototypical, and ambiguous emotional speech
turns [23].

TABLE IV
REGRESSION-(B)LSTM AND RNN PERFORMANCE, SUPPORT VECTOR

REGRESSION (SVR) PERFORMANCE, AND AVERAGE LABELER (LAB)
CONSISTENCY FOR QUADRANT CLASSIFICATION USING TURNWISE OR

FRAMEWISE PREDICTION WITH ACOUSTIC (A) OR ACOUSTIC–LINGUISTIC

�� � �� FEATURES: ACCURACY (ACC.), UNWEIGHTED RECALL (REC.),
UNWEIGHTED PRECISION (PREC.), AND F1-MEASURE (F1)

TABLE V
REGRESSION-(B)LSTM AND RNN PERFORMANCE, SUPPORT VECTOR

REGRESSION (SVR) PERFORMANCE, AND AVERAGE LABELER (LAB)
CONSISTENCY FOR QUADRANT/NEUTRAL FIVE-CLASS TASK USING TURNWISE

OR FRAMEWISE PREDICTION WITH ACOUSTIC (A) OR ACOUSTIC–LINGUISTIC

�� � �� FEATURES: ACCURACY (ACC.), UNWEIGHTED RECALL (REC.),
UNWEIGHTED PRECISION (PREC.), AND F1-MEASURE (F1)

A rating of the prediction quality can be obtained when com-
paring the best result in Table IV (framewise BLSTM classifi-
cation using acoustic and linguistic features) with the predic-
tion performance of a human labeler (lab, frame in Table IV):
when comparing the annotation of a single labeler to the mean of
the annotations of the remaining three labelers, the obtained av-
erage F1-measure (57.4%) is only 7% higher than the F1-mea-
sure of the best classifier (50.4%). This reflects the ambiguity of
perceived emotion and the resulting low degree of inter-labeler
agreement. A further reason for the low annotator F1-measure
is that a high amount of utterances are near the class borders
(see Fig. 1). Consequently, those speech turns are hard to assign,
even for human annotators. Such non-prototypical, ambiguous
utterances also reduce the uncertainty during model training,
which limits the obtainable automatic recognition performance.
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TABLE VI
DISCRIMINATIVE (B)LSTM AND RNN PERFORMANCE, SUPPORT VECTOR

MACHINE (SVM) PERFORMANCE, AND AVERAGE LABELER (LAB)
CONSISTENCY FOR QUADRANT CLASSIFICATION USING TURNWISE OR

FRAMEWISE PREDICTION WITH ACOUSTIC (A) OR ACOUSTIC–LINGUISTIC

�� � �� FEATURES: ACCURACY (ACC.), UNWEIGHTED RECALL (REC.),
UNWEIGHTED PRECISION (PREC.), AND F1-MEASURE (F1)

TABLE VII
DISCRIMINATIVE (B)LSTM AND RNN PERFORMANCE, SUPPORT VECTOR

REGRESSION (SVR) PERFORMANCE, AND AVERAGE LABELER (LAB)
CONSISTENCY FOR QUADRANT/NEUTRAL FIVE-CLASS TASK USING TURNWISE

OR FRAMEWISE PREDICTION WITH ACOUSTIC (A) OR ACOUSTIC–LINGUISTIC

�� � �� FEATURES: ACCURACY (ACC.), UNWEIGHTED RECALL (REC.),
UNWEIGHTED PRECISION (PREC.), AND F1-MEASURE (F1)

The best F1-measure for valence (72.2%) is notably below
the average “performance” or consensus of a human labeler (85.
7%). However, the best recognition result for activation (68.9%)
is only 2.2% below the inter-human labeling consistency (71.
1%). For the five-class task the performance gap between the
best classifier and human labelers is 8.6% (see Table V).

In what follows, we will analyze the results in Tables IV–IX
with respect to six different aspects: the number of emotion
classes, the difference between regression and discriminative
training, the gain of LSTM context modeling, the benefit of in-
cluding bidirectional context, the difference between turnwise
and framewise classification, and the integration of linguistic
features.

1) Four Quadrants Versus Five Classes: The best F1-mea-
sure for quadrant classification can be obtained when using a
discriminative BLSTM for turnwise prediction with acoustic

TABLE VIII
REGRESSION-(B)LSTM AND RNN PERFORMANCE, SUPPORT VECTOR

REGRESSION (SVR) PERFORMANCE, AND AVERAGE LABELER (LAB)
CONSISTENCY FOR CLASSIFICATION OF VALENCE AND ACTIVATION (HIGH

VERSUS LOW) USING TURNWISE OR FRAMEWISE PREDICTION WITH

ACOUSTIC (A) OR ACOUSTIC–LINGUISTIC �� � �� FEATURES: ACCURACY

(ACC.), UNWEIGHTED RECALL (REC.), UNWEIGHTED PRECISION (PREC.),
AND F1-MEASURE (F1)

features (51.3%, see Table VI). However, additionally modeling
the “neutral” state can lead to a comparable prediction perfor-
mance (47.2%, see Table V). Interestingly, for the five-class task
framewise regression prevails. Obviously, the higher number of
class borders a discriminative classifier has to face in the five-
class experiment downgrades performance significantly. As can
be seen in Table V, a BLSTM network modeling all five classes
profits from frame by frame modeling of the fineness of emo-
tional dynamics via regression. Tables X and XI show typical
confusions when distinguishing four and five classes, respec-
tively. In both cases, the best prediction quality can be obtained
for quadrant IV (angry/anxious). Table XI points out that, due
to the non-prototypicality of emotions in the SAL corpus, al-
most all quadrants are most frequently confused with the neutral
state. An impression of the prediction quality for more prototyp-
ical utterances (or utterances with emotions of higher intensity)
can be obtained when masking the last column and the last line
of Table XI: quadrant–quadrant confusions obviously occur less
frequent than quadrant–neutral confusions. Another interesting
aspect is the effect of emotional intensity—and thus indirectly
prototypicality—of the test set on the obtained recognition per-
formance: when using the Regression-BLSTM for framewise
prediction with acoustic and linguistic features (trained on all
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TABLE IX
DISCRIMINATIVE-(B)LSTM AND RNN PERFORMANCE, SUPPORT VECTOR

MACHINE (SVM) PERFORMANCE, AND AVERAGE LABELER (LAB)
CONSISTENCY FOR CLASSIFICATION OF VALENCE AND ACTIVATION (HIGH

VERSUS LOW) USING TURNWISE OR FRAMEWISE PREDICTION WITH

ACOUSTIC (A) OR ACOUSTIC–LINGUISTIC �� � �� FEATURES: ACCURACY

(ACC.), UNWEIGHTED RECALL (REC.), UNWEIGHTED PRECISION (PREC.),
AND F1-MEASURE (F1)

TABLE X
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR THE BEST QUADRANT CLASSIFICATION SETTING

(DISCRIMINATIVE BLSTM FOR TURNWISE PREDICTION WITH ACOUSTIC

FEATURES ONLY); ROWS: GROUND TRUTH; COLUMNS: PREDICTIONS

(WHITE TO BLACK RESEMBLES 0–100 %)

training data and characterized by the five-class confusion ma-
trix in Table XI), while evaluating only those utterances that
are not annotated as “neutral,” the resulting quadrant prediction
F1-measure is 58.2%. On the other hand, when evaluating only
those turns that are annotated as “neutral,” the F1-measure for
quadrant prediction is as low as 34.3%. For very “intense” test
utterances that are labeled as having an absolute value of acti-
vation and valence that is higher than 0.5, the obtained quadrant
prediction F1-measure is 85.1%.

2) Regression Versus Discriminative Training: For almost
every experimental setting we can observe that discriminative

TABLE XI
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR THE BEST “QUADRANTS � NEUTRAL” (N)

CLASSIFICATION SETTING (REGRESSION BLSTM FOR FRAMEWISE PREDICTION

WITH ACOUSTIC AND LINGUISTIC FEATURES); ROWS: GROUND TRUTH;
COLUMNS: PREDICTIONS (WHITE TO BLACK RESEMBLES 0–100 %)

training prevails for turnwise recognition while regression pre-
vails for framewise recognition. Complete turns that are charac-
terized by statistical functionals of features can be distinguished
better with a discriminative technique. On the other hand, when
predicting a class frame by frame the network fails to model
“label jumps” when discriminatively trained on the discrete la-
bels. For framewise prediction, modeling the smooth progres-
sion of valence and activation is necessary before mapping the
output activations to quadrants.

3) LSTM Context Modeling Versus RNN and SVM: Both,
for framewise but also for turnwise prediction the LSTM
architecture outperforms a conventional RNN in most cases.
The major reason for this is the vanishing gradient problem
(see Section III) which limits the amount of context a recurrent
neural network can access. Using no contextual information at
all leads to comparatively low performance as can be seen in
the SVR and SVM experiments, justifying the higher computa-
tional cost of the LSTM approach.

4) Unidirectional Versus Bidirectional Context: Independent
of the classification task, bidirectional context mostly prevails
over unidirectional context. Both, regression and discriminative
BLSTM networks outperform all other models (LSTM, RNN,
SVR, and SVM) for the discrimination of five, four, and two
classes (numbers in bold face in Tables IV–IX).

5) Turnwise Versus Framewise Classification: As already
mentioned, turnwise prediction can successfully be combined
with discriminative learning, while framewise emotion recogni-
tion is rather suited for predictors based on regression. For both
strategies, modeling contextual information is essential. When
additionally modeling “neutrality,” the best result can be ob-
tained with framewise prediction (see Table V). Note that the
amount of contextual information a BLSTM network models is
a lot more flexible when framewise prediction is applied, since
the temporal granularity is higher than it is for turnwise recogni-
tion. This can be seen as the major reason why framewise recog-
nition outperforms turnwise prediction if regression-BLSTM
networks are used.

6) Acoustic Features Versus Combined Acoustic and Lin-
guistic Features: Comparing Tables IV and VI, one can assert
that the regression-LSTM seems to profit more from the inclu-
sion of linguistic features. In some cases the quadrant prediction
performance of the discriminative classifier is even degraded
when adding keyword features. Obviously, the presence of
single keywords is not discriminative enough in this case. Lin-
guistic features are rather suited for modeling tendencies within
a continuous scale for valence and activation. When modeling
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Fig. 7. Prediction of activation (black) using a regression-LSTM and ground
truth (gray) over all turns of the test set (only acoustic features used).

“neutrality” as a fifth class, also the discriminative BLSTM
profits from linguistic features (while this is not the case for the
discriminative four-class task). This supports the finding that a
performance gain through keyword features presumes a certain
level of granularity of the prediction targets.

As an example for emotion recognition using regression,
Fig. 7 shows the turnwise activation predictions of a regres-
sion-LSTM before the output activations are mapped onto
quadrants. Prediction and ground truth are correlated with
a correlation coefficient of 0.56, leading to an F1-measure
of 61.1% (see Table VIII) when distinguishing positive and
negative activation for every speech turn.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced a novel technique for the
estimation of the quadrant in a two-dimensional emotional
space spanned by the dimensions valence and activation, as
it is needed for the SAL—an emotionally sensitive virtual
agent developed within the SEMAINE project. In contrast to
many other works that report recognition results for the static
classification of acted speech turns representing emotional pro-
totypes, our contribution can be seen as a realistic evaluation of
recognition accuracy under real-life conditions, where non-pro-
totypical speech has to be classified using powerful techniques
of dynamic speech modeling. Our approach combines acoustic
features obtained by our openEAR online feature extractor with
binary linguistic features produced by a tandem LSTM-DBN,
which are then classified by a long short-term memory recurrent
neural net. The LSTM architecture allows for the modeling of
long-range contextual information and enables a new technique
of incremental affect recognition that does not require the
computation of statistical functionals of features but captures
the temporal evolution indirectly through LSTM memory cells.
As an alternative for regression-based quadrant prediction, we
designed a discriminatively trained LSTM network which ex-
plicitly learns to distinguish quadrants of the emotional space.
The design of our proposed AER system is based on a series of
findings documented in earlier works: the benefit of including
linguistic features for speech based emotion recognition [14],
the enhancement of keyword spotting performance through the
incorporation of LSTM phoneme prediction features [41], the
importance of modeling temporal long-range dependencies in
emotion recognition [26], and the potential of discriminative
learning for quadrant prediction [85]. The prediction quality

of our system was shown to be comparable to the degree of
consistency between different human labelers.

One short-coming of our system is the fact that bidirectional
context cannot be used in a causal online emotion recognition
system. However, since we observed improved results for bidi-
rectional LSTM networks, the investigation of the potential of
BLSTM-RNN for online recognition is promising. For future
experiments, a possible approach would be a tandem system
with an LSTM-RNN that produces immediate outputs which are
refined over time by a BLSTM as more frames become avail-
able. A further drawback of the introduced system is its com-
plexity. However, provided that only unidirectional context is
used, our system can still operate in real-time. The training of
the complete system as used in this paper can be completed
within one day, but will take longer as soon as larger training
databases are used. Another problem—implied by the recog-
nition task—is that our classification system has to deal with a
high amount of ambiguous speech turns which are near the class
borders in the valence-activation space. This leads to high error
rates for non-prototypical speech segments that are difficult to
model when using discrete classes. A possible solution is to con-
tinuously model emotion via regression while abstaining from
mapping the regression output onto quadrants. Yet, those con-
tinuous values are difficult to use for the dialogue management
system of an emotion-sensitive virtual agent which will have
to use thresholds or any other kind of discretization before se-
lecting adequate system responses. As far as AER performance
evaluation is concerned, a possible solution is to increase the
granularity of emotional space discretization (e.g., by defining
nine instead of four regions in the emotional space) while at the
same time tolerating confusions between neighboring regions,
as done in [26], for example. Even though “wrong” assignments
of ambiguous speech turns are not necessarily critical for the
quality or adequateness of a virtual agent’s responses (even hu-
mans can interpret such utterances differently), further research
will be necessary in this area.

Future works will focus on investigating the benefit of in-
cluding further feature types, such as vision features used in [14]
or [88], into a time-continuous context sensitive emotion recog-
nition framework. For this purpose it would be interesting to
examine the potential of hybrid fusion techniques such as asyn-
chronous hidden Markov models [89] or multidimensional dy-
namic time warping [90] as alternatives to late and early fusion.
Also the LSTM architecture and parameterization could be opti-
mized by including more hidden layers or using different layer
sizes. Furthermore it would be interesting to examine the po-
tential of multi-task learning, i.e., learning the phonemes and
the affective state simultaneously. In addition to the mentioned
approaches for future improvements, there will be a lot more
aspects to consider before emotion-sensitive systems can show
a degree of naturalness that is comparable to humans. Yet, even
though the amount of social competence our emotion recog-
nition framework can incorporate into a virtual agent remains
limited and cannot fully compete with human affect recognition
quality, the principle of incremental speech processing and the
integration of long-range context information can be seen as two
further steps towards making virtual agents more human-like.
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Abstract—The automatic estimation of human affect from the
speech signal is an important step towards making virtual agents
more natural and human-like. In this paper, we present a novel
technique for incremental recognition of the user’s emotional
state as it is applied in a sensitive artificial listener (SAL) system
designed for socially competent human–machine communica-
tion. Our method is capable of using acoustic, linguistic, as well
as long-range contextual information in order to continuously
predict the current quadrant in a two-dimensional emotional
space spanned by the dimensions valence and activation. The
main system components are a hierarchical dynamic Bayesian
network (DBN) for detecting linguistic keyword features and long
short-term memory (LSTM) recurrent neural networks which
model phoneme context and emotional history to predict the affec-
tive state of the user. Experimental evaluations on the SAL corpus
of non-prototypical real-life emotional speech data consider a
number of variants of our recognition framework: continuous
emotion estimation from low-level feature frames is evaluated as a
new alternative to the common approach of computing statistical
functionals of given speech turns. Further performance gains are
achieved by discriminatively training LSTM networks and by
using bidirectional context information, leading to a quadrant
prediction F1-measure of up to 51.3 %, which is only 7.6 % below
the average inter-labeler consistency.

Index Terms—Dynamic Bayesian networks (DBNs), emotion
recognition, intelligent environments, long short-term memory
(LSTM), recurrent neural nets, virtual agents.

I. INTRODUCTION

F OR the design of intelligent environments which enable
natural human–machine interaction it is important to con-

sider the principles of interhuman communication as the ideal
prototype [1]. While automatic speech recognition (ASR) is al-
ready an integral part of most intelligent systems such as vir-
tual agents, in-car interfaces, or mobile phones, a lot more pat-
tern recognition modules are needed to close or at least narrow
the gap between the human ability to permanently observe and
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react to the affective state of the conversational partner in a so-
cially competent way, and the straightforwardness of system re-
sponses generated by today’s state-of-the-art human–computer
interfaces [2], [3]. Therefore, automatic emotion recognition
(AER) is an essential precondition to make, e.g., virtual agents
more human-like and to increase their acceptance among poten-
tial users [4]–[7].

Even though researchers report outstanding recognition ac-
curacies when trying to assign an affective state to an emo-
tionally colored speech turn [8], [9], systems that apply auto-
matic emotion recognition still are only rarely found in every
day life. The main reason for this is that emotion recognition
performance is often overestimated: apart from examples such
as call-center data [10]–[12], databases for interest recognition
[13], [14], or other spontaneous speech evaluations [15]–[19],
most speech-based AER systems are trained and tested on cor-
pora that contain segmented speech turns with acted, prototyp-
ical emotions that are comparatively easy to assign to a set of
predefined emotional categories [20]–[22]. Often, only utter-
ances that have been labeled equally by the majority of annota-
tors are used to evaluate AER performance. Yet, these assump-
tions fail to reflect the conditions a recognition system has to
face in real-life usage. Next-generation AER systems must be
able to deal with non-prototypical speech data and have to con-
tinuously process naturalistic and spontaneous speech as uttered
by the user (e.g., as in the Interspeech 2009 Emotion Challenge
[23]). More specifically, a real-life emotion recognition engine
has to model “everything that comes in,” which means it has
to use all data as recorded, e.g., for a dialogue system, media
retrieval, or surveillance task by using an open microphone set-
ting. According to [24], dealing with non-prototypicality is “one
of the last barriers prior to integration of emotion recognition
from speech into real-life technology.”

Thus, in this paper we present and investigate a speech-based
system for emotion recognition that is able to cope with sponta-
neous, non-prototypical, and unsegmented speech. We address
the problem of predicting the quadrant of an emotional space
(spanned by the two dimensions valence and activation), which
best describes the current affective state of the speaker. We will-
fully omit dominance as a further dimension, since we found
that activation and dominance are usually strongly correlated.
Consequently, the continuum of emotional states is reduced to
the four quadrants which can be described as relaxed/serene
(I), happy/excited (II), sad/bored (III), and angry/anxious (IV)
in order to keep the affective state information as simple as

1932-4553/$26.00 © 2010 IEEE
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possible. A further motivation for quadrant quantization of the
continuous emotional space is to reduce the multiplicity of
possible system responses for the emotion dependent dialogue
management of virtual agents, since at some stage, a categorical
decision about the user’s emotion has to be made before deter-
mining a suitable system output. The outlined AER framework
is optimized for usage within virtual agent scenarios such as
the SEMAINE system for Sensitive Artificial Listening [25],
which demands for incremental real-time emotion estimation.
Applications like the SEMAINE system require customized
and immediate feedback based on the emotional state of the
user, and responses have to be prepared already before the user
has finished speaking. This, however, would hardly be feasible
using traditional static classification approaches like support
vector machines (SVMs) which classify segmented or fixed
length speech segments at the end of a speech turn. Instead,
incremental processing demands for techniques that operate
on short speech segments while incorporating an adequate and
gradually increasing amount of contextual information.

As shown in [26], capturing temporal long-range dependen-
cies is essential for the prediction quality of an AER system
and is superior to static SVM modeling. Hence, our technique
applies long short-term memory (LSTM) recurrent neural net-
works [27] which have shown excellent performance in many
machine learning applications [28]–[30]. This concept is able
to model emotional history and overcomes the so-called van-
ishing gradient problem in conventional recurrent neural nets
(RNNs). We show that LSTM enables a completely novel ap-
proach towards RNN based affect recognition, using low-level
features on a frame basis instead of turnwise computed sta-
tistical functionals or fixed-length feature vector sequences, as
applied in other context-independent RNN systems [31]. Our
principle of framewise emotion estimation is related to strate-
gies for speech recognition, where the temporal evolution of
low-level descriptors is not only captured by functionals of fea-
tures but by the classifier. Such an approach has many advan-
tages: it allows for incremental real-time emotion estimation
from speech as it is needed for emotionally sensitive virtual
agents and does not need to operate on supra-segmental units
of speech (as in almost any other method [32]–[34]). Moreover,
the precondition of perfect segmentation is not needed anymore
and the AER system can update the emotion prediction while
the user is speaking. The long short-term memory RNN archi-
tecture copes with the fact that speech emotion is a phenomenon
observed over a longer time window. Typical units of analysis
for static classifiers are complete sentences, sentence fragments
(i.e., chunks), or words [35]. Yet, finding the optimal unit of
analysis is still an active area of research [9], [36], [37]. Unlike
hidden Markov model (HMM)-based methods [38], [39] which
also focus on low-level features and perform best-path decoding
on the complete input fragment, our technique offers the great
advantage that the amount of contextual information that is used
for emotion recognition is learned during training. In order to
refine and update the estimation of a user’s emotion once the
complete spoken utterance is available, we also investigate the
usage of bidirectional context [40]. This is done by bidirectional
long short-term memory (BLSTM) networks which process the
entire speech sequence in forward and backward direction using

two hidden layers that are connected to the same output layer.
In contrast to the bidirectional system which presumes either
offline operation or a short “look-ahead” input buffer, the unidi-
rectional LSTM system can operate in real-time at a moderate
computational cost (see Section II.B).

In addition to the acoustic features, the system presented
herein also uses linguistic features derived from a dynamic
Bayesian network (DBN) for keyword spotting. The DBN is
designed in a way that it detects keywords which are correlated
to the user’s emotion in order to provide a binary linguistic
feature vector. In order to also exploit the principle of LSTM
modeling for the generation of linguistic features, our system
contains an additional LSTM network that provides a discrete
phoneme prediction feature to the keyword spotter. This prin-
ciple of tandem LSTM-DBN modeling was shown to prevail
over conventional hidden Markov model-based approaches
[41].

The emotion recognition system presented in this paper
is trained and evaluated on the Sensitive Artificial Listener
(SAL) database [42] which contains natural, spontaneous, and
emotionally colored speech. We investigate the accuracy of
predicting the quadrants of the emotional space as well as the
ability to distinguish high from low activation and valence,
respectively. Furthermore, we evaluate the AER performance
when considering neutrality as a fifth emotional state. We con-
sider both turnwise and framewise classification using BLSTM,
LSTM, SVM, and conventional RNN architectures—with and
without linguistic features. In addition to continuously esti-
mating valence and activation before assigning the prediction
to one of the four quadrants, we also investigate discriminative
training on the quadrants.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II de-
scribes the SAL database and gives an overview over the in-
troduced AER system architecture. In Section III, the principle
of long short-term memory is introduced. Sections IV and V
outline the acoustic and the linguistic feature extractor, respec-
tively. We present experimental results in Section VI and con-
cluding remarks are given in Section VII.

II. SENSITIVE ARTIFICIAL LISTENING

The aim of the SEMAINE project1 is to build a sensitive
artificial listener—a multimodal dialogue system with the so-
cial interaction skills needed for a sustained conversation with
a human user. This section describes the SAL database which
was recorded during a Wizard-of-Oz SAL scenario and will be
used in the experimental section of this paper. Further, our AER
system architecture will be explained.

A. Database

The SAL corpus is a subset of the HUMAINE database2

[42] that is continuously labeled in a two-dimensional emo-
tional space spanned by activation and valence. It contains 25
audio-visual recordings in total from four speakers (two male,
two female) with an average recording length of 20 minutes
per speaker. The language spoken in the database is English.

1http://www.semaine-project.eu/
2http://emotion-research.net/download/pilot-db/
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Fig. 1. Turnwise annotations of the SAL database.

The recordings were obtained during natural human–computer
conversations, which were recorded using a Wizard-of-Oz
SAL interface designed to let users work through a range
of emotional states. All users had to speak to four different
virtual characters, each of whom represents one of the four
emotional quadrants (Fig. 1): “Prudence” is matter-of-fact
(quadrant I), “Poppy” is cheerful (quadrant II), “Obadiah” is
pessimistic (quadrant III), and “Spike” is aggressive (quadrant
IV). During the conversations, all virtual characters aimed to
induce an emotion that corresponds to “their” quadrant. Yet,
those “prototypical” virtual characters are used explicitly for
emotion induction and not for modeling conditional dependen-
cies between the affective state of the agent and the user, as
done in [43] for example. Both, the database and the recording
procedure are described in more detail in [42].

The annotators used the FEELtrace system [44] which gen-
erates quasi-time-continuous samples of activation and valence
every 10 ms (unlike the VAM corpus [45] and practically any
other database where labels for the emotional dimensions are
given only once per speech turn). All labelers listened to the
recordings twice, while annotating activation and valence con-
secutively in real-time. As ground truth for our experiments, the
mean of the four different annotators was used. The mean was
calculated by averaging both the (linear) activation and valence
coordinates of the labelers for every time step. Note that am-
biguous speech turns can lead to the case that the averaged coor-
dinates in the valence-activation space are located in a quadrant
that neither of the labelers had assigned to the speech fragment
(e.g., the average of coordinates in quadrant I and IV can be
located in quadrant II or III). Yet, the resulting quadrant can be
seen as the best possible compromise with respect to the average
perceived level of activation and valence. An alternative would
be to map such ambiguous utterances to a “garbage class.” How-
ever, since we found that only 2% of the resulting quadrant la-
bels are located in a quadrant that neither of the annotators as-
signed to the corresponding speech turn, and since all of those
cases have averaged coordinates that are located in the “neutral”
region (coordinates within the dashed circle in Fig. 1), we de-

Fig. 2. Histogram for the turnwise annotations of activation (top) and valence
(bottom) in the SAL database.

cided that modeling neutrality is more adequate, rather than the
introduction of a “garbage class.”

For all experiments reported on in this paper the same
training- and test-set splits as introduced in [26] are used. The
25 recording sessions are split into 16 training sessions and
nine test sessions. The test split has a total length of 53.3 min,
whereas the training split has a length of 99.2 min. Since only
four speakers are contained in this database, the training- and
test-splits are not speaker disjunctive. Yet, speaker dependent
emotion recognition is of significant practical importance,
especially for the paradigm of virtual agents and sensitive
listeners, since the listener can adapt its models to the current
speaker and learn speaker profiles.

For our experiments on turn-based emotion recognition, the
sessions were split into turns using an energy based voice ac-
tivity detection. A total of 1692 turns is accordingly contained
in the database. The training- and test splits contain 1102 and
590 turns, respectively. The obtained speech turns do not nec-
essarily comprise complete sentences since the sessions were
also split at short hesitation pauses. Thus, the average length of
a speech turn is 3.5 seconds. Since the turns are short enough
to assume quasi-stationarity of the emotion within a turn, la-
bels for each turn were computed by averaging the FEELtrace
annotations for valence and activation over a complete turn in
order to obtain a ground truth for the turnwise AER experiments.
Note that, unlike in databases annotated on the word level [15],
short “activation peaks” like the stress of a single word within
a sentence are unlikely to be captured by the annotators, due to
the finite reaction time of the human labelers. Consequently, the
time-continuous annotations tend to have low-pass characteris-
tics and do not contain high frequencies, which limits the loss of
information due to the averaging of annotation samples within
a turn and accounts for the fact that emotion is perceived over
a longer time window. The distribution of the averaged labels
can be seen in Figs. 1 and 2. The dashed circle (with a radius
of 0.33, dividing the axes into thirds) in the center of the va-
lence-activation space in Fig. 1 marks a fifth region which rep-
resents a neutral emotional state. The coordinates that lie within
this circle will be considered as belonging to a fifth, neutral class
(see Section VI).
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Fig. 3. Architecture of the acoustic-linguistic affect recognition system.

The great challenge of emotion recognition on the natural-
istic SAL database is the fact that the system must deal with all
data—as observed and recorded—and not only manually pres-
elected emotional prototypes as in virtually any other database.
Note that there is usually a high difference in accuracy between
the tasks of prototypical and non-prototypical emotion recogni-
tion [23], [24], [46].

B. System Architecture

In Fig. 3, a flowchart of the presented incremental affect
recognition system is shown. Processing components such as
the LSTM network or the feature extractors are represented as
ovals, whereas rectangles denote data. Depending on whether
framewise or turnwise processing is used, our openEAR feature
extractor module [47] (see Section IV) provides either low-level
descriptors or statistical functionals of acoustic low-level fea-
tures to the LSTM network (outlined in Section III) for emotion
estimation. Additionally, mel-frequency cepstral coefficient
(MFCC) features are provided to both components of the
tandem keyword spotter component (see Section V), consisting
of a DBN and a further LSTM network for phoneme prediction.
Together with the produced phoneme predictions, the MFCC
features are observed by the DBN, which then can detect the
occurrence of a relevant keyword (i.e., a word that is relevant
for valence or activation prediction, see Section V). Both, the
discrete keyword feature and the acoustic features extracted by
openEAR are used by an LSTM network to predict the user’s
current emotion. For the emotion coding, EmotionML3 is used
[48], [49], supporting continuous spatio-temporal emotion
representation. EmotionML is a standard representation format
for emotion-related states in technological contexts, developed
by the W3C Emotion Markup Language Incubator Groups.
It can be used within the tasks of data annotation, emotion
recognition, and generation of emotion-related states.

Details about the overall architecture of the SEMAINE dia-
logue system can be found in [25].

Due to the complexity of the system, the computational cost
of our AER engine is higher than for standard classification
techniques such as SVMs, which however show significantly
lower performance than the proposed system (see Section VI).
Yet, when exclusively using unidirectional context within the
LSTM framework, the causal system can operate in real-time:
on an AMD Phenom 64 bit quad core CPU at 2.2 GHz, the ope-
nEAR feature extraction module runs online with a real-time
factor (RTF) of 0.01, while the LSTM operates at a real-time

3http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/emotion/XGR-emotionml-20081120/

factor of 0.09. Only one of the four cores was used for compu-
tation. Time and space complexity of the DBN is
and , respectively, assuming that corresponds to the
length of the speech sequence that is currently processed.

III. LONG SHORT-TERM MEMORY

This section outlines the principle of the long short-term
memory RNNs that are used for emotion classification in
Section VI as well as for phoneme prediction in Section V.
Framewise classification of emotion as investigated in this paper
presumes a classifier that can access and model long-range
context, since emotion mostly affects the long-term dynamics
of prosodic, spectral, and voice quality speech features. When
attempting to predict emotion frame by frame, a large number
of preceding speech frames have to be taken into account in
order to capture speech characteristics that are influenced by
emotion. The number of speech frames which should be used to
obtain enough context for reliably estimating emotion without
affecting the capability of also detecting sudden changes of
the speaker’s emotional state is hard to determine [36], [37].
Thus, a classifier that is able to learn the amount of context is a
promising alternative to manually defining fixed time windows
for emotion recognition. Static techniques such as SVMs do not
explicitly model context but rely on either capturing contextual
information via statistical functionals of features [14] or aggre-
gating frames using multi-instance learning techniques [50].
Dynamic classifiers like hidden Markov models are often used
for flexible context modeling and time warping. Yet, HMMs
have drawbacks such as the inherent assumption of conditional
independence of successive observations, meaning that an
observation is statistically independent of past observations
provided that the values of the hidden variables are known.
Hidden conditional random fields (HCRFs) [51] are one at-
tempt to overcome this limitation. However, HCRF also offer
no possibility to model a self-learned amount of contextual
information. Other dynamic classifiers such as neural networks
are able to model a certain amount of context by using cyclic
connections. These so-called recurrent neural networks can
in principle map from the entire history of previous inputs to
each output. Yet, the analysis of the error flow in conventional
recurrent neural nets led to the finding that long range context
is inaccessible to standard RNNs since the backpropagated
error either blows up or decays over time (vanishing gradient
problem [52]). This led to the introduction of long short-term
memory RNNs [27]. They are able to overcome the vanishing
gradient problem and can learn the optimal amount of con-
textual information relevant for the classification task. Thus,
LSTM architectures seem to be well-suited for our framewise
emotion recognition task.

An LSTM layer is composed of recurrently connected
memory blocks, each of which contains one or more memory
cells, along with three multiplicative “gate” units: the input,
output, and forget gates. The gates perform functions analogous
to read, write, and reset operations. More specifically, the cell
input is multiplied by the activation of the input gate, the cell
output by that of the output gate, and the previous cell values
by the forget gate (see Fig. 4). The overall effect is to allow the
network to store and retrieve information over long periods of
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Fig. 4. LSTM memory block consisting of one memory cell: the input, output,
and forget gates collect activations from inside and outside the block which
control the cell through multiplicative units (depicted as small circles); input,
output, and forget gate scale input, output, and internal state, respectively; �
and � denote activation functions; the recurrent connection of fixed weight 1.0
maintains the internal state.

Fig. 5. Structure of a bidirectional network with input �, output �, and two
hidden layers (� and � ) for forward and backward processing.

TABLE I
28 LOW-LEVEL AUDIO FEATURES FOR TIME-CONTINUOUS EMOTION ANALYSIS

(C) AND 39 FEATURES FOR TURN-BASED RECOGNITION (T); FEATURES IN BOLD

FACE ARE USED FOR BOTH, CONTINUOUS AND TURN-BASED RECOGNITION

time. For example, as long as the input gate remains closed,
the activation of the cell will not be overwritten by new inputs
and can therefore be made available to the net much later in the
sequence by opening the output gate.

Another problem with standard RNNs is that they have ac-
cess to past but not to future context. This can be overcome
by using bidirectional RNNs [40], where two separate recurrent
hidden layers scan the input sequences in opposite directions.
The two hidden layers are connected to the same output layer,

TABLE II
36 STATISTICAL FUNCTIONALS APPLIED TO THE LOW-LEVEL DESCRIPTOR

CONTOURS FOR TURN-BASED EMOTION ANALYSIS

which therefore has access to context information in both di-
rections. The amount of context information that the network
actually uses is learned during training, and does not have to
be specified beforehand. Fig. 5 shows the structure of a simple
bidirectional network.

Combining bidirectional networks with LSTM gives bidi-
rectional LSTM [53], which has demonstrated excellent
performance in phoneme recognition [28], [54], keyword
spotting [29], and emotion recognition from speech [26].

While bidirectional LSTM cannot be used for online incre-
mental prediction tasks, they are well suited to refine or cor-
rect the estimation of affect once the complete turn is available.
Thus, we included bidirectional networks in our performance
evaluation on the SAL database.

All RNN-based classifiers used in the experiments in
Section VI were implemented using the open source RNNLIB
library.4

IV. ACOUSTIC FEATURE EXTRACTION

Acoustic features from the speech signal are extracted using
our openEAR [47] audio feature extractor, which was also used
to provide features for the Interspeech 2009 Emotion Challenge
[23].

The 28 low-level descriptors extracted from the audio signal
for time-continuous emotion recognition are summarized in
Table I (column “C’). The descriptors were extracted every
20 ms for overlapping frames with a frame-length of 32 ms.
First-order regression coefficients are appended to the 28
low-level descriptors, resulting in a 56-dimensional feature
vector for each frame.

In order to enable also turn-based emotion recognition ex-
periments, the openEAR module alternatively follows the tra-
ditional approach of generating a large set of features by ap-
plying statistical functionals to low-level descriptor contours.
An extended set of 39 low-level-descriptors detailed in Table I
(column “T’) is extracted, first– and second-order delta coeffi-
cients are appended, and 36 functionals are applied to each of the
resulting 117 low-level descriptor contours, resulting in a total
of 4212 features. The 36 functionals are detailed in Table II.

The 4212 features for turn-based emotion recognition are
reduced to relevant features for activation and valence indepen-
dently by a correlation-based feature subset (CFS) selection

4http://github.com/alexgraves/RNNLIB
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[55], [56]. The main idea of CFS is that useful feature subsets
should contain features that are highly correlated with the target
class while being uncorrelated with each other. The core of
CFS is an evaluation function

(1)

where is the rating of a subset with features. de-
notes the mean feature-class correlation and is the average
feature-feature inter-correlation. Good subsets of features have
highly predictive properties, yielding a high value in the numer-
ator of (1), and a low degree of redundancy among the features,
yielding a small value in the denominator. For correlation mea-
surement, the symmetrical uncertainty coefficient is used (as
described in [55]). To avoid an exhaustive search in the fea-
ture space a greedy hill climbing forward search is applied [56].
In this heuristic search algorithm, each feature is tentatively
added to the feature subset, whereas the resulting set of fea-
tures is evaluated using (1). Once the (so far) best feature set
has been chosen, the procedure is repeated. Note that we will-
fully decided for a filter based feature selection method, since
a wrapper-based technique would have biased the resulting fea-
ture set with respect to compatibility to a specific classifier.

Conducting CFS for turn-based emotion recognition via re-
gression resulted in 60 features being selected for activation and
64 features for valence5. As termination criterion we considered
a maximum of five non-improving nodes before terminating the
greedy hill climbing forward search. Binary targets for activa-
tion and valence (high versus low, see Section VI) lead to the
selection of 110 and 55 features, respectively. For the discrimi-
native four-class quadrant classification task 121 features were
selected, and for the five-class task applying CFS resulted in 123
selected features. Framewise emotion recognition uses the full
set of features without further reduction.

All features (turn-based functionals and low-level features)
were standardized to have zero mean and unit standard devia-
tion. These parameters were computed from the training data
only and applied to both training and test data.

V. LINGUISTIC FEATURE EXTRACTION

This section outlines the tandem LSTM-DBN keyword
spotter which generates binary linguistic features in order to
incorporate knowledge about the spoken content via early
fusion.

A. Background and References

Apart from acoustic features, also spoken or written text car-
ries information about the underlying affective state [57]–[59].
This is usually reflected in the usage of certain words or
grammatical alterations. A number of approaches exist for this
analysis: keyword spotting [60], [61], rule-based modeling [62],
semantic trees [63], Latent Semantic Analysis [64], transfor-
mation-based learning [65], world-knowledge-modeling [66],
key-phrase spotting [67], and Bayesian networks [68], [69].
Two methods seem to be predominant, presumably because

5an explanation of the used features, openEAR configuration files, and lists of
the selected features and keywords can be found at http://www.openaudio.eu/
features_emo09.zip

they are shallow representations of linguistic knowledge and
have already been frequently employed in automatic speech
processing: (class-based) N-grams [70]–[73] and vector space
modeling [74], [75]. Due to the typical data sparseness in
emotion recognition, unigrams mostly have been applied so far
[72], [73]. The technique applied in our experiments is related
to bag of words modeling [74]–[76] via keyword spotting;
however, when applying framewise emotion recognition, only
one keyword can be present at a given time frame. In the case
of turnwise AER, the binary feature vector can contain more
than one keyword. This would enable techniques like (bag of)
N-gram modeling or other forms of linguistic information in-
tegration [77], [78], which however were not conducted in this
paper in order to allow a fair comparison between framewise
and turnwise affect recognition.

For combined acoustic and linguistic AER, the acoustic fea-
ture vector is extended by appending binary linguistic features.
Each binary feature corresponds to the occurrence of one of the
56 keywords that were shown to be correlated to either valence
or activation. Note that using a single linguistic feature con-
taining the current word identity in form of a word index would
not be feasible with LSTM networks since they assume that the
absolute value of a feature is always correlated or proportional
to the “intensity” of the corresponding feature. This, however,
would not be true for a “word index feature.”

When applying framewise acoustic-linguistic analysis, a
short buffer has to be included in order to allow the keyword
spotter to provide the binary features after the keyword has
been decoded. Yet, this causes only a short delay as linguistic
features can still be delivered while the user is speaking. In
order to reduce the vocabulary to a small set of emotionally
meaningful keywords, correlation-based feature subset selec-
tion was applied on the training set. Pace regression [79]-based
CFS used the continuous labels for valence and activation
for bag of words keyword selection with a minimum term
frequency of two (without stemming). Thereby keywords like
again, angry, assertive, very, etc., were selected for activation,
and typical keywords correlated to valence where, e.g., good,
great, lovely, or totally.5

The keyword spotter used in this paper is based on a recently
introduced hierarchical DBN which was shown to significantly
outperform a standard HMM-based approach [80]. The incor-
poration of an LSTM layer providing improved phoneme pre-
dictions was proven to further enhance keyword detection per-
formance [41].

B. Design Overview

The tandem LSTM-DBN architecture we used for keyword
spotting was proven to be robust with respect to phoneme recog-
nition errors [41] and well suited for emotional speech. Its struc-
ture is depicted in Fig. 6. The network is composed of five dif-
ferent layers and hierarchy levels, respectively: a word layer,
a phoneme layer, a state layer, the observed features, and the
LSTM layer, consisting of inputs , a hidden layer , and out-
puts (nodes inside the grey shaded box).

The following random variables are defined for every time
step : denotes the phoneme identity, represents the po-
sition within the phoneme, indicates a phoneme transition,
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Fig. 6. Structure of the tandem LSTM-DBN keyword spotter: the LSTM net-
work (gray shaded box) provides a discrete phoneme prediction feature � which
is observed by the DBN, in addition to the MFCC features � . The DBN is
composed of a state, phoneme, and word layer, consisting of hidden transition
�� � � � � �, position �� � � �, and identity �� � � � � � variables. Hidden
variables (circles) and observed variables (squares) are connected via random
CPFs (zig-zagged lines) or deterministic CPFs (straight lines). Switching parent
dependencies are indicated with dotted lines.

is the current state with indicating a state transition, and
denotes the observed MFCC features. The variables ,

and are identity, position, and transition variables for the
word layer of the DBN whereas a hidden garbage variable
indicates whether the current word is a keyword or not. A second
observed variable contains the phoneme prediction of the
LSTM network. Fig. 6 displays hidden variables as circles and
observed variables as squares. Deterministic conditional prob-
ability functions (CPFs) are represented by straight lines and
zig-zagged lines correspond to random CPFs. Dotted lines refer
to so-called switching parents [81], which allow a variable’s par-
ents to change conditioned on the current value of the switching

parent. Note that a switching parent can not only change the set
of parents but also the implementation (i.e., the CPF) of a parent.
The bold dashed lines in the LSTM layer do not represent sta-
tistical relations but simple data streams.

C. Design Details

Assuming a speech sequence of length , the DBN structure
specifies the factorization

(2)

with denoting random conditional probability functions
and describing deterministic CPFs.

The probability of the observed sequence can then be com-
puted by summing over all hidden variables, whereas the factor-
ization property in (2) can be exploited to optimally distribute
the sums over the hidden variables into the products, using the
junction tree algorithm [82].

The size of the LSTM input layer corresponds to the dimen-
sionality of the acoustic feature vector , whereas the vector

contains one probability score for each of the different
phonemes at each time step. is the index of the most likely
phoneme:

(3)

The CPFs are described by Gaussian mixtures, as
is common practice with HMMs. Together with and

, they are learned via EM training. is a binary
variable, indicating whether a state transition takes place or
not. Since the current state is known with certainty, given the
phoneme and the phoneme position, is purely
deterministic. A phoneme transition occurs whenever
and provided that denotes the number of states of a
phoneme. This is expressed by the function .
The phoneme position is known with certainty if ,

, and are given.
The hidden variable can take values in the range

with being the number of different keywords in the
vocabulary. In case , the model is in the garbage state
which means that no keyword is uttered at that time. The vari-
able is then equal to one. is a switching parent of : if
no word transition is indicated, is equal to . Otherwise,
a word bigram specifies the CPF . In
our experiments, we simplified the word bigram to a zerogram
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which makes each keyword equally likely. However, we intro-
duced differing a priori likelihoods for keywords and garbage
phonemes:

(4)

and

(5)

The parameter can be used to adjust the tradeoff between
true positives and false positives. Setting means that the
a priori probability of a keyword and the probability that the
current phoneme does not belong to a keyword are equal. Ad-
justing implies a more aggressive search for keywords,
leading to higher true positive and false positive rates. The CPFs

and are similar
to the phoneme layer of the DBN (i.e., the CPFs for and

). However, we assume that “garbage words” always consist
of only one phoneme, meaning that if , a word transi-
tion occurs as soon as . Consequently, is always
zero if the model is in the garbage state. The variable has two
switching parents: and . Similar to the word layer, is
equal to if . Otherwise, the switching parent
determines the parents of . In case —meaning that the
current word is a keyword— is a deterministic function of the
current keyword and the position within the keyword . If
the model is in the garbage state, only depends on in a
way that phoneme transitions between identical phonemes are
forbidden.

Note that the design of the CPF
entails that the DBN will strongly tend to choose (i.e.,
it will detect a keyword) once a phoneme sequence that cor-
responds to a keyword is observed. Decoding such an obser-
vation while being in the garbage state would lead
to “phoneme transition penalties’ since the CPF

contains probabilities less than one.
By contrast, is deterministic,
introducing no likelihood penalties at phoneme borders.

The DBN was implemented using the Graphical Models
Toolkit (GMTK) [83]. In our experiments, we used phoneme
models consisting of three states with 16 Gaussian mixtures.
Phoneme models were trained on the TIMIT database [84]
and adapted using the training split of the Sensitive Artificial
Listener database (see Section II-A) to allow a better modeling
of emotionally colored speech. Thereby all means, variances,
and weights of the Gaussian mixture probability distributions

, as well as the state transition probabilities
were re-estimated until the change of the overall log likelihood
of the SAL training set became less than 0.02%. Since we found
that in the context of our target application a low true positive
rate is less critical than a high false positive rate, we chose a low
tradeoff parameter of . The LSTM network of the tandem
keyword spotter consists of 100 memory blocks of one cell
each. All other DBN and LSTM parameters correspond exactly
to those applied in [41]. Using these settings, the keyword
spotter achieves a true positive rate of 0.59 at a false positive
rate of 0.05 on the test partition of the SAL corpus.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

Our emotion recognition engine was trained and tested on
the SAL database (see Section II-A). In order to fit the require-
ments of the SEMAINE dialogue management [25], the recog-
nition framework was designed in a way that it estimates the cur-
rent quadrant in the two-dimensional valence-activation space.
In addition to quadrant classification, we also investigated a
five-class task including a “neutral” state, as well as discrimi-
nating low and high valence and activation separately.

A. Primary Systems Evaluated

For quadrant prediction we followed two different strategies:
first, we trained LSTM networks for regression to obtain con-
tinuous predictions for valence and activation which were then
mapped onto one of the four quadrants. In order to conduct fea-
ture selection independently for both the valence and the ac-
tivation dimension, we used separate networks for the two di-
mensions. Second, the continuous labels for the emotional di-
mensions were mapped before training the network in order to
allow a discriminative training on the quadrants, following the
strategy introduced in [85]. These two strategies were also eval-
uated for the five-class task and for both of the two-class tasks
(discrimination of low versus high activation and valence, re-
spectively).

For each of the two techniques we evaluated both traditional
turnwise classification with statistical functionals of acoustic
features (see Section IV) and framewise classification using
only low-level features. The gain of appending the binary key-
word feature vector obtained by the dynamic Bayesian network
(outlined in Section V) for combined acoustic-linguistic affect
recognition was examined for every recognizer configuration.

The size of the LSTM input layer corresponds to the number
of selected acoustic and linguistic features (see Sections IV and
V), while the size of the output layer is equal to the number
of regression/classification targets (one, two, four, and five, re-
spectively). Each LSTM-RNN consists of one recurrent hidden
layer with 50 memory blocks of one LSTM cell each. The
BLSTM-RNN has two hidden layers of 50 memory blocks, one
for each direction (forwards, backwards). For the acoustic–lin-
guistic experiments the LSTM network size was increased
to 70 memory blocks due to the increased size of the com-
bined acoustic–linguistic feature vector. The networks were
trained applying resilient propagation [86]. Prior to training,
all weights were randomly initialized in the range from 0.1
to 0.1. Input and output gates used activation functions,
while the forget gates had logistic activation functions. Since
the training converged faster for turnwise classification, we
aborted turnwise training after ten epochs, whereas the training
procedure for framewise classification was aborted after 250
epochs.

Before mapping the (B)LSTM-RNN predictions onto
quadrants, they were smoothed using a first-order low-pass
filter to obtain the filtered predictions

(6)
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TABLE III
KAPPA VALUES FOR THE FOUR DIFFERENT ANNOTATORS IN

THE SAL DATABASE (TURNWISE QUADRANT LABELING);
ILA: INTER-LABELER AGREEMENT

An of 0.99 was used for time-continuous emotion recogni-
tion and an of 0.7 was used for turn-based recognition. Both
values were optimized on the training set.

B. Comparison Systems and Ground Truth

As a common continuous recognition technique, support
vector regression (SVR) was performed for comparison [26],
[56], [87]. The SVR used a polynomial kernel function of
degree 1 and sequential minimal optimization (SMO). The dis-
criminatively trained LSTM networks were compared to SVMs
instead of SVR. Since SVR and SVM do not model contextual
information, only turnwise classification was evaluated in this
case. In order to determine the gain of long short-term memory
modeling, we also investigated conventional RNN classification
for comparison. The RNNs were trained in the same way as the
LSTM networks; however, the network consisted of 50 hidden
neurons instead of the 50 one-cell LSTM memory blocks.

Furthermore, we evaluated inter-labeler consistency as an
upper benchmark for automatic emotion recognition. To ob-
tain an impression of human emotion prediction quality we
compared the annotations of one labeler to the mean of the an-
notations of the remaining three labelers. This was done for all
of the four labelers so that eventually the average inter-labeler
consistency could be determined.

As a further evaluation of inter-labeler agreement, Table III
shows the kappa values for the four different annotators. Since
each of the kappa values is larger than 0.4, the labeler agreement
can be characterized as sufficiently high.

C. Results

Tables IV and VI show the recognition result for the as-
signment of quadrants using the regression method and the
discriminative technique, respectively. Results for the five-class
task which also considers a “neutral” state (see Fig. 1) can be
seen in Tables V and VII, and Tables VIII and IX contain the
results for separate classification of the degree of activation and
valence (i.e., positive versus negative activation and valence,
respectively). Due to the slightly unbalanced class distribu-
tion, accuracy is a rather inappropriate performance measure.
Thus, we used the F1-measure as the harmonic mean between
unweighted recall and unweighted precision for performance
evaluation. Compared to emotion recognition on prototypical
speech turns (as in [8] or [9]), the overall performance is signif-
icantly lower. Yet, the accuracies are in the order of magnitude
that is typical for real-life experiments, attempting to classify
natural, non-prototypical, and ambiguous emotional speech
turns [23].

TABLE IV
REGRESSION-(B)LSTM AND RNN PERFORMANCE, SUPPORT VECTOR

REGRESSION (SVR) PERFORMANCE, AND AVERAGE LABELER (LAB)
CONSISTENCY FOR QUADRANT CLASSIFICATION USING TURNWISE OR

FRAMEWISE PREDICTION WITH ACOUSTIC (A) OR ACOUSTIC–LINGUISTIC

�� � �� FEATURES: ACCURACY (ACC.), UNWEIGHTED RECALL (REC.),
UNWEIGHTED PRECISION (PREC.), AND F1-MEASURE (F1)

TABLE V
REGRESSION-(B)LSTM AND RNN PERFORMANCE, SUPPORT VECTOR

REGRESSION (SVR) PERFORMANCE, AND AVERAGE LABELER (LAB)
CONSISTENCY FOR QUADRANT/NEUTRAL FIVE-CLASS TASK USING TURNWISE

OR FRAMEWISE PREDICTION WITH ACOUSTIC (A) OR ACOUSTIC–LINGUISTIC

�� � �� FEATURES: ACCURACY (ACC.), UNWEIGHTED RECALL (REC.),
UNWEIGHTED PRECISION (PREC.), AND F1-MEASURE (F1)

A rating of the prediction quality can be obtained when com-
paring the best result in Table IV (framewise BLSTM classifi-
cation using acoustic and linguistic features) with the predic-
tion performance of a human labeler (lab, frame in Table IV):
when comparing the annotation of a single labeler to the mean of
the annotations of the remaining three labelers, the obtained av-
erage F1-measure (57.4%) is only 7% higher than the F1-mea-
sure of the best classifier (50.4%). This reflects the ambiguity of
perceived emotion and the resulting low degree of inter-labeler
agreement. A further reason for the low annotator F1-measure
is that a high amount of utterances are near the class borders
(see Fig. 1). Consequently, those speech turns are hard to assign,
even for human annotators. Such non-prototypical, ambiguous
utterances also reduce the uncertainty during model training,
which limits the obtainable automatic recognition performance.
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TABLE VI
DISCRIMINATIVE (B)LSTM AND RNN PERFORMANCE, SUPPORT VECTOR

MACHINE (SVM) PERFORMANCE, AND AVERAGE LABELER (LAB)
CONSISTENCY FOR QUADRANT CLASSIFICATION USING TURNWISE OR

FRAMEWISE PREDICTION WITH ACOUSTIC (A) OR ACOUSTIC–LINGUISTIC

�� � �� FEATURES: ACCURACY (ACC.), UNWEIGHTED RECALL (REC.),
UNWEIGHTED PRECISION (PREC.), AND F1-MEASURE (F1)

TABLE VII
DISCRIMINATIVE (B)LSTM AND RNN PERFORMANCE, SUPPORT VECTOR

REGRESSION (SVR) PERFORMANCE, AND AVERAGE LABELER (LAB)
CONSISTENCY FOR QUADRANT/NEUTRAL FIVE-CLASS TASK USING TURNWISE

OR FRAMEWISE PREDICTION WITH ACOUSTIC (A) OR ACOUSTIC–LINGUISTIC

�� � �� FEATURES: ACCURACY (ACC.), UNWEIGHTED RECALL (REC.),
UNWEIGHTED PRECISION (PREC.), AND F1-MEASURE (F1)

The best F1-measure for valence (72.2%) is notably below
the average “performance” or consensus of a human labeler (85.
7%). However, the best recognition result for activation (68.9%)
is only 2.2% below the inter-human labeling consistency (71.
1%). For the five-class task the performance gap between the
best classifier and human labelers is 8.6% (see Table V).

In what follows, we will analyze the results in Tables IV–IX
with respect to six different aspects: the number of emotion
classes, the difference between regression and discriminative
training, the gain of LSTM context modeling, the benefit of in-
cluding bidirectional context, the difference between turnwise
and framewise classification, and the integration of linguistic
features.

1) Four Quadrants Versus Five Classes: The best F1-mea-
sure for quadrant classification can be obtained when using a
discriminative BLSTM for turnwise prediction with acoustic

TABLE VIII
REGRESSION-(B)LSTM AND RNN PERFORMANCE, SUPPORT VECTOR

REGRESSION (SVR) PERFORMANCE, AND AVERAGE LABELER (LAB)
CONSISTENCY FOR CLASSIFICATION OF VALENCE AND ACTIVATION (HIGH

VERSUS LOW) USING TURNWISE OR FRAMEWISE PREDICTION WITH

ACOUSTIC (A) OR ACOUSTIC–LINGUISTIC �� � �� FEATURES: ACCURACY

(ACC.), UNWEIGHTED RECALL (REC.), UNWEIGHTED PRECISION (PREC.),
AND F1-MEASURE (F1)

features (51.3%, see Table VI). However, additionally modeling
the “neutral” state can lead to a comparable prediction perfor-
mance (47.2%, see Table V). Interestingly, for the five-class task
framewise regression prevails. Obviously, the higher number of
class borders a discriminative classifier has to face in the five-
class experiment downgrades performance significantly. As can
be seen in Table V, a BLSTM network modeling all five classes
profits from frame by frame modeling of the fineness of emo-
tional dynamics via regression. Tables X and XI show typical
confusions when distinguishing four and five classes, respec-
tively. In both cases, the best prediction quality can be obtained
for quadrant IV (angry/anxious). Table XI points out that, due
to the non-prototypicality of emotions in the SAL corpus, al-
most all quadrants are most frequently confused with the neutral
state. An impression of the prediction quality for more prototyp-
ical utterances (or utterances with emotions of higher intensity)
can be obtained when masking the last column and the last line
of Table XI: quadrant–quadrant confusions obviously occur less
frequent than quadrant–neutral confusions. Another interesting
aspect is the effect of emotional intensity—and thus indirectly
prototypicality—of the test set on the obtained recognition per-
formance: when using the Regression-BLSTM for framewise
prediction with acoustic and linguistic features (trained on all
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TABLE IX
DISCRIMINATIVE-(B)LSTM AND RNN PERFORMANCE, SUPPORT VECTOR

MACHINE (SVM) PERFORMANCE, AND AVERAGE LABELER (LAB)
CONSISTENCY FOR CLASSIFICATION OF VALENCE AND ACTIVATION (HIGH

VERSUS LOW) USING TURNWISE OR FRAMEWISE PREDICTION WITH

ACOUSTIC (A) OR ACOUSTIC–LINGUISTIC �� � �� FEATURES: ACCURACY

(ACC.), UNWEIGHTED RECALL (REC.), UNWEIGHTED PRECISION (PREC.),
AND F1-MEASURE (F1)

TABLE X
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR THE BEST QUADRANT CLASSIFICATION SETTING

(DISCRIMINATIVE BLSTM FOR TURNWISE PREDICTION WITH ACOUSTIC

FEATURES ONLY); ROWS: GROUND TRUTH; COLUMNS: PREDICTIONS

(WHITE TO BLACK RESEMBLES 0–100 %)

training data and characterized by the five-class confusion ma-
trix in Table XI), while evaluating only those utterances that
are not annotated as “neutral,” the resulting quadrant prediction
F1-measure is 58.2%. On the other hand, when evaluating only
those turns that are annotated as “neutral,” the F1-measure for
quadrant prediction is as low as 34.3%. For very “intense” test
utterances that are labeled as having an absolute value of acti-
vation and valence that is higher than 0.5, the obtained quadrant
prediction F1-measure is 85.1%.

2) Regression Versus Discriminative Training: For almost
every experimental setting we can observe that discriminative

TABLE XI
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR THE BEST “QUADRANTS � NEUTRAL” (N)

CLASSIFICATION SETTING (REGRESSION BLSTM FOR FRAMEWISE PREDICTION

WITH ACOUSTIC AND LINGUISTIC FEATURES); ROWS: GROUND TRUTH;
COLUMNS: PREDICTIONS (WHITE TO BLACK RESEMBLES 0–100 %)

training prevails for turnwise recognition while regression pre-
vails for framewise recognition. Complete turns that are charac-
terized by statistical functionals of features can be distinguished
better with a discriminative technique. On the other hand, when
predicting a class frame by frame the network fails to model
“label jumps” when discriminatively trained on the discrete la-
bels. For framewise prediction, modeling the smooth progres-
sion of valence and activation is necessary before mapping the
output activations to quadrants.

3) LSTM Context Modeling Versus RNN and SVM: Both,
for framewise but also for turnwise prediction the LSTM
architecture outperforms a conventional RNN in most cases.
The major reason for this is the vanishing gradient problem
(see Section III) which limits the amount of context a recurrent
neural network can access. Using no contextual information at
all leads to comparatively low performance as can be seen in
the SVR and SVM experiments, justifying the higher computa-
tional cost of the LSTM approach.

4) Unidirectional Versus Bidirectional Context: Independent
of the classification task, bidirectional context mostly prevails
over unidirectional context. Both, regression and discriminative
BLSTM networks outperform all other models (LSTM, RNN,
SVR, and SVM) for the discrimination of five, four, and two
classes (numbers in bold face in Tables IV–IX).

5) Turnwise Versus Framewise Classification: As already
mentioned, turnwise prediction can successfully be combined
with discriminative learning, while framewise emotion recogni-
tion is rather suited for predictors based on regression. For both
strategies, modeling contextual information is essential. When
additionally modeling “neutrality,” the best result can be ob-
tained with framewise prediction (see Table V). Note that the
amount of contextual information a BLSTM network models is
a lot more flexible when framewise prediction is applied, since
the temporal granularity is higher than it is for turnwise recogni-
tion. This can be seen as the major reason why framewise recog-
nition outperforms turnwise prediction if regression-BLSTM
networks are used.

6) Acoustic Features Versus Combined Acoustic and Lin-
guistic Features: Comparing Tables IV and VI, one can assert
that the regression-LSTM seems to profit more from the inclu-
sion of linguistic features. In some cases the quadrant prediction
performance of the discriminative classifier is even degraded
when adding keyword features. Obviously, the presence of
single keywords is not discriminative enough in this case. Lin-
guistic features are rather suited for modeling tendencies within
a continuous scale for valence and activation. When modeling
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Fig. 7. Prediction of activation (black) using a regression-LSTM and ground
truth (gray) over all turns of the test set (only acoustic features used).

“neutrality” as a fifth class, also the discriminative BLSTM
profits from linguistic features (while this is not the case for the
discriminative four-class task). This supports the finding that a
performance gain through keyword features presumes a certain
level of granularity of the prediction targets.

As an example for emotion recognition using regression,
Fig. 7 shows the turnwise activation predictions of a regres-
sion-LSTM before the output activations are mapped onto
quadrants. Prediction and ground truth are correlated with
a correlation coefficient of 0.56, leading to an F1-measure
of 61.1% (see Table VIII) when distinguishing positive and
negative activation for every speech turn.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced a novel technique for the
estimation of the quadrant in a two-dimensional emotional
space spanned by the dimensions valence and activation, as
it is needed for the SAL—an emotionally sensitive virtual
agent developed within the SEMAINE project. In contrast to
many other works that report recognition results for the static
classification of acted speech turns representing emotional pro-
totypes, our contribution can be seen as a realistic evaluation of
recognition accuracy under real-life conditions, where non-pro-
totypical speech has to be classified using powerful techniques
of dynamic speech modeling. Our approach combines acoustic
features obtained by our openEAR online feature extractor with
binary linguistic features produced by a tandem LSTM-DBN,
which are then classified by a long short-term memory recurrent
neural net. The LSTM architecture allows for the modeling of
long-range contextual information and enables a new technique
of incremental affect recognition that does not require the
computation of statistical functionals of features but captures
the temporal evolution indirectly through LSTM memory cells.
As an alternative for regression-based quadrant prediction, we
designed a discriminatively trained LSTM network which ex-
plicitly learns to distinguish quadrants of the emotional space.
The design of our proposed AER system is based on a series of
findings documented in earlier works: the benefit of including
linguistic features for speech based emotion recognition [14],
the enhancement of keyword spotting performance through the
incorporation of LSTM phoneme prediction features [41], the
importance of modeling temporal long-range dependencies in
emotion recognition [26], and the potential of discriminative
learning for quadrant prediction [85]. The prediction quality

of our system was shown to be comparable to the degree of
consistency between different human labelers.

One short-coming of our system is the fact that bidirectional
context cannot be used in a causal online emotion recognition
system. However, since we observed improved results for bidi-
rectional LSTM networks, the investigation of the potential of
BLSTM-RNN for online recognition is promising. For future
experiments, a possible approach would be a tandem system
with an LSTM-RNN that produces immediate outputs which are
refined over time by a BLSTM as more frames become avail-
able. A further drawback of the introduced system is its com-
plexity. However, provided that only unidirectional context is
used, our system can still operate in real-time. The training of
the complete system as used in this paper can be completed
within one day, but will take longer as soon as larger training
databases are used. Another problem—implied by the recog-
nition task—is that our classification system has to deal with a
high amount of ambiguous speech turns which are near the class
borders in the valence-activation space. This leads to high error
rates for non-prototypical speech segments that are difficult to
model when using discrete classes. A possible solution is to con-
tinuously model emotion via regression while abstaining from
mapping the regression output onto quadrants. Yet, those con-
tinuous values are difficult to use for the dialogue management
system of an emotion-sensitive virtual agent which will have
to use thresholds or any other kind of discretization before se-
lecting adequate system responses. As far as AER performance
evaluation is concerned, a possible solution is to increase the
granularity of emotional space discretization (e.g., by defining
nine instead of four regions in the emotional space) while at the
same time tolerating confusions between neighboring regions,
as done in [26], for example. Even though “wrong” assignments
of ambiguous speech turns are not necessarily critical for the
quality or adequateness of a virtual agent’s responses (even hu-
mans can interpret such utterances differently), further research
will be necessary in this area.

Future works will focus on investigating the benefit of in-
cluding further feature types, such as vision features used in [14]
or [88], into a time-continuous context sensitive emotion recog-
nition framework. For this purpose it would be interesting to
examine the potential of hybrid fusion techniques such as asyn-
chronous hidden Markov models [89] or multidimensional dy-
namic time warping [90] as alternatives to late and early fusion.
Also the LSTM architecture and parameterization could be opti-
mized by including more hidden layers or using different layer
sizes. Furthermore it would be interesting to examine the po-
tential of multi-task learning, i.e., learning the phonemes and
the affective state simultaneously. In addition to the mentioned
approaches for future improvements, there will be a lot more
aspects to consider before emotion-sensitive systems can show
a degree of naturalness that is comparable to humans. Yet, even
though the amount of social competence our emotion recog-
nition framework can incorporate into a virtual agent remains
limited and cannot fully compete with human affect recognition
quality, the principle of incremental speech processing and the
integration of long-range context information can be seen as two
further steps towards making virtual agents more human-like.
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